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	Streamline data analysis with an intuitive, visual Six Sigma strategy
	
		Visual Six Sigma provides the statistical techniques that help you get more information from your data. A unique emphasis on the visual allows you to take a more active role in data-driven decision making, so you can leverage your contextual knowledge to pose relevant questions and make more sound decisions. You'll learn dynamic visualization and exploratory data analysis techniques that help you identify occurrences and sources of variation, and the strategies and processes that make Six Sigma work for your organization.

	
		The Six Sigma strategy helps you identify and remove causes of defects and errors in manufacturing and business processes; the more pragmatic Visual approach opens the strategy beyond the realms of statisticians to provide value to all business leaders amid the growing need for more accessible quality management tools.

		
			See where, why, and how your data varies
	
			Find clues to underlying behavior in your data
	
			Identify key models and drivers
	
			Build your own Six-Sigma experience


	
		Whether your work involves a Six Sigma improvement project, a design project, a data-mining inquiry, or a scientific study, this practical breakthrough guide equips you with the skills and understanding to get more from your data. With intuitive, easy-to-use tools and clear explanations, Visual Six Sigma is a roadmap to putting this strategy to work for your company.
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Pro Oracle Fusion Applications: Installation and AdministrationApress, 2015

	Pro Oracle Fusion Applications is your one-stop source for help with installing Oracle’s Fusion Applications suite in your on-premise environment. It also aids in the monitoring and ongoing administration of your Fusion environment. Author Tushar Thakker is widely known for his writings and expertise on Oracle Fusion...
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Linux Debugging and Performance Tuning : Tips and TechniquesPrentice Hall, 2005
This is the definitive guide to Linux software debugging and  performance optimization at both the kernel and application levels. Using  extensive Linux code examples, Steve Best systematically introduces open source  tools and best-practice techniques for delivering bug-free, well-tuned code.

Drawing on...
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LR Parsing: Theory and Practice (Cambridge Studies in Cultural Systems)Cambridge University Press, 1988

	LR parsing has become a widely used method of syntax analysis; this
	is largely due to the availability of parser generators and compiler-
	compilers based on LR techniques. However, the readily available ac
	counts of the theory of these techniques are either superficial or are
	weighed down with tedious mathematical detail of a merely...
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Digital Signal TransmissionCambridge University Press, 1992

	This book provides an up-to-date and thorough grounding in the concepts of modern digital transmission. It is written in a pedagogic style, aimed at enabling readers to understand the fundamental concepts and processes. System descriptions are included, however the text also explains the basic techniques of transmission, and includes the...
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Calculus For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Calculus For Dummies, 2nd Edition (9781118791295) is now being published as Calculus For Dummies, 2nd Edition (9781119293491). While this version features an older Dummies cover and design, the content is the same as the new release and should not be considered a different product.


	Slay the calculus monster with...
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The Treatment of Disease in TCM, Vol. 5: Diseases of the Chest, Abdomen & Rib-sideBlue Poppy, 1998

	This is the fifth volume in the seven-volume series titled The Treatment of Disease in TCM authored by Philippe Sionneau and Lu Gang. In this volume, Sionneau and Lu discuss the TCM disease causes and mechanisms, pattern discrimination, treatment principles, formulas and their modifications, and acupuncture and moxibustion for a wide variety...
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